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DigiTech XTD Tone Driver Overdrive
Pedal

DigiTech XTD Tone Driver Overdrive

The Tone Driver™ is for guitarists who live for overdrive crunch.

This distortion stompbox features a huge range of different distortion types
that can be morphed into different combinations as you rotate our exclusive
Distortion Morph knob. This gives you a near unlimited supply of
combinations. Now, you are no longer stuck with only one distortion type in a
pedal. But that’s not all. There are two outputs, one for normal signal out,
and one that features advanced cabinet modeling for live and recording
direct-to-board applications. And instead of the standard stompbox tone
controls, DigiTech has even incorporated their innovative spectral-contouring
EQ, which delivers a far greater tone range than other distortion stompboxes.

Overdrive morphing
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Spectral-contouring EQ

Normal & CIT™ Cabinet Modeling outputs

Specifications

Power Supply 9V Alkaline Dry Battery
Power Consumption 4.8Watts (w/optional PS200R power supply)
Battery Life Approximately 4 hours (with continuous usage)
Dimensions 4 15/16″(L) x 3 1/8″(W) x 2 1/8″(H)
Unit Weight 1.38 lbs.

DigiTech XTD Tone Driver Overdrive Pedal Manual

Price: $104.95 $79.00

SKU: 4372

Categories: Effects, Pedal Effects

Product Short Description :

Discontinued

We like to think that the name DigiTech is synonymous with the word
innovation. We offer up the first true multi-voice stomp box ever as proof!
Morph from 1 to 16 voices using the voice knob to get chorus effects so thick
it puts that week old coffee on your desk to shame!

You asked for options and DigiTech delivered them in this rugged metal
chassis that includes voice randomization, dual mono and stereo outputs, and
switchable cabinet modeling. Don’t settle for a standard Chorus pedal that
keeps you wanting more. Be amazed with a Chorus pedal that gives you more
than you thought was possible!

Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!
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